Tobias Weinberger and his traveling spectacular featuring:
1. The Non-Holey Man on a Bed of Nails and Merely Amazing Magic with Tobias Weinberger
   - 6:30 and 8:30 PM
2. Zeke and His Fairly Ordinary Feet and Startling Sword Swallowing with Tobias Weinberger
   - 7:30 and 9:30 PM

Madame Marvel and Her Miniature Menagerie and Turbellaria: The Perennially Pulchritudinous Planaria
- 6:30–9:30 PM
- Madame Nature’s Cabinet of Living Curiosities

Walk Into a Looking Glass with Her Majesty the Red Queen
- 6:30, 7:30, and 8:30 PM
- Midway Amusements

Wønderson the Magician
- Beware His Bally Talk as He Performs Feats of Fakery for Your Amusement!
  - 7:00, 8:00, and 9:00 PM
- Astounding Human Feats and Phenomena!

Professor Tasteless
- Remedies to Rectify Your Taste Buds’ Failings
  - 7:00 (Live Act), 8:00 (Real Rhetoric), and 9:00 PM (Live Act)
- Midway Amusements

Magical Mysteries and Secrets of Science with Sara-Stolle, Galile-Yu, and Lór-Chimedes
- 7:00 and 8:30 PM
- Midway Amusements

Amazing Feats of Deception!
- Explorables Will AMAZE You with Their Mind Fusion Telekinetic Powers
  - 7:00–10:00 PM
- Tinkering Studio

A Cinematic Cavalcade by Kerry Laitala
- In Three Acts—Don’t Believe Your Eyes!
  - 7:30 and 9:00 PM
- Emporium of Light and Wonder

Gilda and Gladys, the Goldfish Tamers, and Goldie, Genius of the Genus Carassius
- An Astonishing Act of Aptitude and Bravery
- Aquabatics Unequaled Within These Walls!
  - 7:45 and 9:15 PM
- Midway Amusements
SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
A Cinematic Cascade
by Kerry Laitiara In Three Acts
Don’t Believe Your Eyes!
Act I: Optical Delusions
Act II: Spectacle of Spectra
Act III: Luminiscence Reminiscence

7:30 and 9:00 p.m.

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Mine the Mysterious – Tricks of Mind
and Body to Tantalize
Steep Yourself in the Future—
Told by the Twisting Tea Leaves
Engage the Exacting Balancing Stick—
Are You Up to It?
Contemplate the Commodity of Conflict—
Could You Quaff Its Contents?
Try to Deyli Can You Withstand a
Different Degree of Dizzy?

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Wenderson the Magician
Beware His Bally Talk as He Performs Feats of
Fohery For Your Amusement!
7:00, 8:00, and 9:00 p.m.

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Recollections—Is It a Time Machine
to the 1960s?
Step into the Limelight!—Exercise Your
Endurance Against the Judgment of
Strangers
Impossible Triangle—Shocking Visual
Effect!
Velvet Hands—Test Your Tactile Talent
Color Conflicts—Tax your Mental Capacity and
Verbal Verity with Prof. Grooples
Strenuous Semantic Spectacle
Aha Moment—Attempt This Powerful Feast of
Mental Contrapuntal Potency
Bronze Hand—Bother Proprioceptive
Phantasm... Do You Feel It?
Cheshire Cat—Prop! Make Your Partner’s
Physiognomy Disappear!
Red Versus Blue—Play a Game of Risk
With Strangers

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Walk Into a Looking Glass
With Her Majesty the Red Queen
Will you Lose Your Head—or Just Your Footing?
6:30, 7:30, and 8:30 p.m.

Professor Tasteless—Remedies to Rectify
Your Taste Buds’ Failings
Elixirs imported from the Ancient
and Exotic Kingdom of Phantasia
7:00 (Live Act!, 8:00 (Real Rhetoric!),
and 9:00 (Live Act!)

Prepare Yourself!
Magical Mysteries and Secrets of Science!
with Sara-stotis, Galliv-roo, and Lor-chedodés
7:00 and 8:30 p.m.

Gilda and Gladys, the Goldfish Tamers, and
Goldie, Genies of the Genus Carassius
An Astounding Act of Agility and Bravery!
Aquaphobes Unite!!! Within These Walls?
7:45 and 9:15 p.m.

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Chick Embryos—Astounding In That
Transparent Body, Behold a Visible
Beating Heart!
Glowing Worms—Moonlight Captured in a
Genuine Genetically Modified Organism!
Frutti Flies—Bizarre Buzzing Anomalies of
Nature
Mimosa—Uncanny She Shrinks from Your
Touch?
Cloud Chamber—Certifiable Cosmic
Rays—Unclassified

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Marvelous Mirrors—Deft Gravity, Look
Into Infinity, Make Your Head Spin, and
Turn Upside Down!
Don’t Miss the Colorless Room
Where Nature’s Colorful Chorea Disappears,
or Bright Black—Is It Dark or Is It Light?
Magic Wand—Conjure an Inconceivable
Image, Seemingly in the Thin Air
Touch the Spring—Is It Real? Ladies, Look
Away?
Visit Slidge Beach—Uncanny and Exotic,
A Place for the Motion Adventurer
Don’t Miss the Distorted Room
Visit the Ambiguous Cube and
Trapezoidal Window—Please, Not for the
Faint of Heart or Infirm

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Visit the Giant Camera Obscura—An
Optical Spectacle Not to Be Missed

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Visit the Giant Camera Obscura—An
Optical Spectacle Not to Be Missed

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Tunnel of Time

Central Corridor

Chance an Aesthetic Adventure with Actual Periods!

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
See Lego Batman—a Genuine Motion
Picture in 3-D Unforgettable!
Freeze a Drop of Water in Tunnel
Sealed in Your Vision! Your Companion’s
Concealed Hot Parts Revealed!

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Sidemix

10:00 p.m.

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Madame Marvel and Her Miniature Menagerie
Pray Observe the Petite and Peculiar Prodigies of
Homesickness As They Prostrate and Pray For You
6:30-9:30 p.m.

Turbandilla the Penitential
Pulchritudinous Planaria
Astounding Regenerative Wonder! Immortal
Under the Knife! Cut Off Her Head! She Lives!
6:30-9:30 p.m.

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Think Fast or Sink Fast on a Genuine
Non-Newtonian Fluid!
Take a Ride in the Rickshaw Obscura—
A Mobile Carriage of Ocular Splendor
Big Chair, Little Chair—One Chair Makes
You Large! One Chair Makes You Small!
Do It All!
Water Standing on Air—Are Your Fingers
Meet and Melt? Dare to Defy Gravity and
Make Water Soar to Float?
Catch a Failing Spark—Dare to Put Your
Hand in Peril? Might It Be a Conflagration Catalyst?

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Madame Natures’s Cabinet of Living Curios!

Lost Gallery

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Tobias Weinberger and His
Traveling Spectacular
Tobias and his Nomadic Gypsy Caravan
Will Enchant You with
Sideshow Wizardry and Prestidigitation.
Enjoy The Traveling Spectacular, Featuring
Zeko and His Fairy Ordinary Feet,
The Sight of the Incredible Non-Holey Man
Tobias Weinberger Himself!
Doing Stiffening Sword Swallowing
and Many Amazing Tricks
6:30, 7:30, 9:30, and 9:30 p.m.

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
The Observatorium

Observatory

SIDESHOW ATTRACTIONS
Visit the Giant Camera Obscura—An
Optical Spectacle Not to Be Missed

SIDESHOW EXHIBITS
Tag and share #explostorum

Photography
May 7, 2015

Join us for an evening exploring photography’s evolution from analog to digital, looking at photographic printing techniques, and hearing from photographers about their craft and what makes an image memorable